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Abstract:  The  task  of  measuring  text  reuse  and  linking  target  and  source
documents  becomes  challenging  if  reused  text  has  been  translated  in  other
language and even more challenging if translation language uses a different script
and syntactical structure. This year, in CLINSS, focus was on journalistic text
reuse between texts written in two different languages. This working note focuses
on  identifying  text  reuse  between  texts  written  in  two  different  languages-
English and Hindi and aims at evaluating the CLINSS dataset by linking 25 target
English news stories with top 100 Hindi news stories out of corpora of 50691
stories.  In this study two pre-retrieval strategy 1) Query formed using Proper
Noun and 2) Query formed using words whose frequency is equal to or higher
than average frequency are used to formulate the query. Query is translated using
using either dictionary based or machine translation CLIR based approach before
retrieving the documents. In Run 1 and 2 pre-retrieval strategies clubbed up with
CLIR’s dictionary based approach is used to link English news stories with Hindi
news  stories.  In  Run-3  instead  of  using  dictionary  based  approach,  freely
available online Google translate [7] and online Changathi Hindi transliterater [8]
is used as Hindi resources for translating/transliterating the query. This is our first
attempt at CLINSS, and the attempt was to evaluate the performance of two pre-
retrieval  strategies  and to compare the existing dictionary based and machine
translation  based  approaches  of  CLIR.  It   is  observed  that  dictionary  based
approach clubbed up with proper noun based pre-retrieval  strategy performed
better.
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1. Introduction

Text reuse has mainly been studied in Newswire or blog collections.
Measuring accurately the amount of reused text between documents
has  got  number  of  applications  such  as  plagiarism  detection,
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summarization etc [1]. The task of linking reused source documents
to original target documents becomes challenging if reused text has
been  translated  in  other  language  and  even  more  challenging  if
translation language uses a different script and syntactical structure.
This year, in CLINSS, focus was on journalistic text reuse between
texts written in two pairs of different languages: English-Hindi and
English-Gujrati. 

The Evaluation test corpus of CLINSS 2013 consisted of a set of
50691 potential source news stories S, written in Hindi, and a set of
25 target news stories T, written in English. The task given was to
find and link news stories s in S which has the same news event and
the same focal event as of corresponding news story t in T.  This
working  note  focuses  on  identifying  text  reuse  between  texts
written in two different languages- English and Hindi and aims at
evaluating the CLINSS dataset by linking 25 target English news
stories  with  Hindi  news  stories  and  retrieving  top  100  potential
Hindi News stories. 

2. Approach

In this study pre-retrieval strategy 1) Query formed using Proper
Noun and 2) Query formed using higher frequency words whose
frequency is equal to or higher than average frequency are used to
retrieve the Hindi news stories. Once the query is formulated then
either dictionary based or machine translation based approach is
used to translate the query to Hindi. In Run 1 and 2 pre-retrieval
strategies  clubbed up with  CLIR’s  dictionary based approach is
used to link English news stories with Hindi news stories. In Run-3
instead of using dictionary based approach, freely available online
Google translate [7] and online Changathi Hindi transliterater [8]
is used as Hindi resources for translating/transliterating the query.
The results of these strategies are compared in Section 4. Terrier
3.5 retrieval engine is used to index and retrieve the documents.  

3. Experiment
The  test  data  of  CLINSS  dataset  of  2013  has  been  used  for
experiment  for experimental  studies.  The corpus contains  50691
Hindi source news stories and 25 English target news in test data



set  and  50  in  training  data  set.  The  whole  corpus  of  source
documents was included for indexing and retrieval purposes.

3.1 Preprocessing: For both the phases and all the three runs
that  we  have  submitted,  all  the  words  of  <title> and
<content> were extracted  from  each  of  the  English
document.  Punctuation  was  removed  at  the  time  of
tokenization  and  stop-words  were  also  removed  from
<content>   part only. No preprocessing was done on the
<title> and all the words were taken as it is at the time of
query formulation.  Stop-words,  verbs  and  adverbs  were
removed using a list of 430 stop-words [5] and 1514 verbs
and adverbs [6] which were compiled from the web. Dates
and numbers were also removed at time of preprocessing
from both <title> and <content> as it was observed at the
time  of  trial  runs  that  query  started  drifting  if  one
considers them. 

3.2 Query Formulation: Query Words of <title> is common
for each run and different set of query words based on the
pre retrieval strategy is selected from the  <content> for
each of the runs at the time of query formulation. The pre-
retrieval  strategies  of  Run1  and  2  have  been  fully
automated. 
3.2.1  Pre-Retrieval  Strategies  and  Dictionary  Based
approach for Run1 and 2 

Run 1: In this run only Proper nouns are extracted from
<content> of  the  English  news  story.  The  grammar
rule, that proper noun begins with a capital letter, has
been used to identify Proper nouns instead of using part
of speech tagger. 

The  idea  behind  choosing  proper  nouns  for
formulating queries to retrieve the source documents is
that  they  are  the  ones  that  are  never  changed  while
translating text and more so in news stories as they are
important entities in any news. 
Run 2: In this run only those words whose frequency is
greater than or equal to the average word frequency of
the  <content>, has been selected at the time of query
formulation. Taking words having greater than or equal
to average word frequency for forming query words is



considered in view of the fact that words which appear
more than average number of times, some of the words
out of those words must be of importance in catching
the linked documents. 

In  both of  these  runs  dictionary based approach is
used  for  translating  query  in  Hindi.  Porter  Stemmer
[10] is used for stemming. The  Shabdanjali dictionary
[9] is used for translating English tokens to Hindi and
only  the  first  Hindi  translation  of  each  word  is
considered.  The  words  that  didn’t  have  Hindi
equivalent  in  Hindi  Shabdanjali dictionary  were
transliterated  using  a  transliterator  developed  by  us.
Our self developed transliterator is not a mature one as
still  it  has  not  developed  completely.  The  translated
queries  are  submitted  to  Terrier  retrieval  engine  [11]
and top 100 documents are retrieved.

3.2.2  Pre-Retrieval  Strategy  and  Machine
Translation Based approach for Run3
Run 3:  This run is same as that of Run-1 but instead of
using dictionary based approach for translating query
words  machine  translation  based  approach  is  used.
Freely available  i)  online Hindi  Google Translate  [7]
and  ii)  online  Changathi  Hindi  transliterator  [8]  are
used  to  translate/transliterate  English  query  words  to
Hindi. Although some transliteration was also done by
Google translate [7] but it failed to transliterate a few of
the words that  needed it.  For those words  Changathi
Hindi  transliterator  [8]  was  used.  The  process  was
carried  out  manually.  This  manual  intervention  was
with the purpose of getting the correct Hindi words and
then comparing the results thus obtained, with our fully
automated approaches used for Run 1 and 2.

3.3 Indexing and retrieval: Indexing of Hindi documents and
retrieval of linked news stories in Hindi for each English
document has been done using Terrier 3.5 [11] using TF-
IDF ranking model.



4. Result 

The comparative evaluation performance at NDCG@1, NDCG@5
and  NDCG@10  respectively  is  shown  in  Table  1.  Run-1  gives
performance of  0.6,  0.545 and 0.5388 for NDCG@1, NDCG@5
and  NDCG@10  respectively.  Run-2  gives  performance  of  0.56,
0.4521  and  0.4828  for  NDCG@1,  NDCG@5  and  NDCG@10
respectively.  Run-3 gives performance of 0.5, 0.4803 and 0.4867
for  NDCG@1,  NDCG@5  and  NDCG@10  respectively.  It  is
observed that proper noun based pre-retrieval strategy clubbed with
dictionary based CLIR approach has performed fairly well. 

Run NDCG@1 NDCG@5 NDCG@10

run-1-manit1 0.6 0.545 0.5388

run-2-manit1 0.56 0.4521 0.4828

run-3-manit1 0.5 0.4803 0.4867

Table 1. Comparative performance of the three runs

5. Conclusion

It  is  observed  that  dictionary  based  approach  clubbed  up  with
proper noun based pre-retrieval strategy performed better than other
two runs in all the three cases. Run-3 which aimed at getting the
right translation and transliteration for given query words, did not
show a good performance at NDCG@1 level. In this study some of
the  pre-retrieval  strategies  to  retrieve  a  subset  of  source  Hindi
documents from large corpus has been studied. The post processing
techniques to link the exact news stories shall be studied in future. 
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